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Lysis / TriLIN Linearizers
In-Pickoff and Stand-Alone configurations
Compact and Powerful

TrigasDM family of linearizers has been expan-

ded with the addition of a Lysis, designed to

withstand the harshest environments and to fit

in the smallest of spaces. Lysis is available either

in a one-piece pickoff configuration that mounts

directly on the flow-meter (IP version) or in a

two piece configuration (SP version) with a low

profile pick-off on the flowmeter itself that

allows the electronics to be tucked away where

ever there is available space.

The TrigasDM family of smart flowmeter signal

conditioners amplifies, linearizes and scales the

output signal of practically all commercially

available turbine flow meters. Temperature and

Pressure correction options allow compensation

for the effects of fluid viscosity on the perfor-

mance of turbine flowmeters. In addition to

scaling and linearization, signal conditioning

circuits convert raw flowmeter outputs into analog

or frequency signal with a user selectable range of

0-4800 Hz (5300 Hz for Lysis). Update (recalcu-

lation) time is 2.5 milliseconds.

The user friendly interface software is capable

not only of programming, scaling and testing of

the linearizer, but also allows visual review and

printing of the linearization data.



Lysis Features

Micro packaging - weighs 96 grams

Wide operating temperature -40°C to 125°C

Linearized pulse and analog outputs

Temperature output

Built-in Solid State temperature sensor

Fastest update rate of 2.5 msec

Windows user interface for programming and IO monitoring

New features:

� case dimension: 96 x 27mm

� no additional power supply 

necessary

� linearizing with temperature

compensation

� expanded temperature range

-40°C to +125°C

� easy programming

� IP68 enclosure

Modulated
Carrier
(RF) TTL / 0-10V /

4 - 20mA signal

max. cablelength = 15m

New pickoff with

SMART technology

plus built-in tempe-

rature sensor

TrigasDM turbine

with Low Profile

SMART Pickoff

Lysis SP

Lysis IP

data transfer module
“plug & measure”

Advantages:

� Open software architecture with user selectable password protection.

ALL scaling and programming options are accessible by the end user. 

� Compatible with every flowmeter that is equipped with a

Lysis SMART Pickoff (plug & measure)



TriLIN Features

Independent:

� Programmable with PC Software. No password lock - the user has

access to the scaling and programming of the device. 

� The TriLIN and TriLIN+T Flow Transmitters combine in a single

instrument Linearization, UVC temperature compensation, signal

conditioning, user-selectable outputs and advanced communications

options.

Compatible:

� TriLINs can be customized with a variety of different connectors.

Easy:

� Intuitive programming and condition monitoring through USB port.

Flexible:

� Useable for both gas and liquid applications.

Case dimension 100 x 120mm

Operating temperature: -40°C to +85°C

Linearized pulse and analog outputs

Temperature output

PT100 temperature sensor input

Fastest update rate of 2.5 msec

Windows user interface for programming and IO monitoring

Humidity: 0 - 85% relative non condensing

“We offer 3 standard

versions of the TriLIN

hardware which can

be customized for

your individual needs.”



Calibration
Programming Interface

The user-friendly PC interface performs multiple functions:

Read Function: Allows retrieval of previously programmed data

Program Function: Allows the user to enter flowmeter calibration and fluid property data,

as well as configure the input and output signals

Run Live Function: Allows monitoring of all IOs in real time, a powerful productivity and

troubleshooting tool

The Lysis/TriLIN is typically factory configured with calibration data and the customer’s intended operating fluid

properties data (Density & Viscosity vs. Temperature).

Properties data for other fluids can be selected from a library or entered manually.
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